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A B S T R A C T

Machine-to-machine (M2M) communication is a crucial technology for collaborative manufacturing automation
in the Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT)-empowered industrial networks. The new decentralized manufacturing
automation paradigm features ubiquitous communication and interoperable interactions between machines.
However, peer-to-peer (P2P) interoperable communications at the semantic level between industrial machines is
a challenge. To address this challenge, we introduce a concept of Semantic-aware Cyber-Physical Systems
(SCPSs) based on which manufacturing devices can establish semantic M2M communications. In this work, we
propose a generic system architecture of SCPS and its enabling technologies. Our proposed system architecture
adds a semantic layer and a communication layer to the conventional cyber-physical system (CPS) in order to
maximize compatibility with the diverse CPS implementation architecture. With Semantic Web technologies as
the backbone of the semantic layer, SCPSs can exchange semantic messages with maximum interoperability
following the same understanding of the manufacturing context. A pilot implementation of the presented work is
illustrated with a proof-of-concept case study between two semantic-aware cyber-physical machine tools. The
semantic communication provided by the SCPS architecture makes ubiquitous M2M communication in a net-
work of manufacturing devices environment possible, laying the foundation for collaborative manufacturing
automation for achieving smart manufacturing. Another case study focusing on decentralized production control
between machines in a workshop also proved the merits of semantic-aware M2M communication technologies.

1. Introduction

With the pervasive use of emerging Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT), the manufacturing industry is en-
tering a new era of fully-integrated autonomous environment, i.e.,
smart manufacturing, that can dynamically respond to changes in
system status, customer needs and supply chain network [1,2]. Smart
manufacturing systems will work collaboratively with minimum human
involvement towards optimized operations for great production flex-
ibility and product variability [3,4]. Smart manufacturing relies on
M2M communication that enables smooth data exchange and interac-
tion between manufacturing things (i.e., devices, machines, systems,
and humans), which then allows dynamic configuration and autono-
mous collaboration between them. However, communication, inter-
operability, and collaboration between connected machines are still
challenging tasks [5]. Although the crucial technical issues of network
connectivity [6] have been addressed adequately, the technologies are
not ready for communication between heterogeneous machines in a

flexible and seamless manner [5]. Ubiquitous M2M messaging and
machine understanding are the central issues of autonomous machine
interactions in the context of smart manufacturing. In particular, the
successful development of smart manufacturing ultimately relies on
interoperable communications at the semantic level [7].

In this work, we developed systematic technologies for enabling
semantic M2M communications between connected manufacturing
things, which can be easily extended to different application contexts.
The focus of the research is to explore the methods of establishing se-
mantic-rich communications between manufacturing systems, i.e., re-
quiring an investigation of upgrading conventional Cyber-Physical
Systems (CPSs) to SCPSs. The developed technologies can enable the
creation of semantic awareness between manufacturing systems/de-
vices based on which further cognitive capabilities can be developed to
enable autonomous collaboration between manufacturing systems.
Although this research mainly focuses on CPS, the methodologies and
technologies can directly apply to manufacturing things in general.

In summary, we make the following research contributions in this
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work.

• We proposed the concept of semantic-aware CPSs that can enable
semantic M2M communications between CPSs in the context of
collaborative smart manufacturing automation.

• We presented a generic layered architecture for enabling semantic-
aware CPSs via developing a communication layer and semantic
layer on top of the existing CPS system architectures. The separation
between CPS internal architecture and its external communication
concerns ensures a smooth upgrade of a CPS to an SCPS.

• We demonstrated the practical implementation of the proposed
SCPS concept with state-of-the-art semantic enrichment technolo-
gies.

The rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews existing
practices of M2M communications and outlines the research gaps for
developing semantic M2M communications in a heterogeneous manu-
facturing environment. Section 3 explains the concept of semantic in-
teractions between connected manufacturing systems and proposes a
generic architecture of semantic-aware CPSs that is compatible with the
Cyber-Physical Production Systems (CPPSs) [4,8] and Asset Adminis-
tration Shell (AAS) framework [9]. Section 4 presents the im-
plementation of the proposed architecture and a case study on enabling
semantic M2M communications between two machine tools with the
developed technologies. An illustrative test of the developed technol-
ogies in a smart manufacturing workshop for distributed production
process control is also discussed in Section 4. Sections 5 and 6 discuss
various aspects of this work, conclude the paper, and point out future
research directions.

2. State-of-the-art analysis

Future manufacturing is characterized by the autonomous config-
uration and collaboration between connected devices (in the form of
CPSs) that can make optimal decisions with minimum human in-
volvement [10]. To this end, ubiquitous communication and under-
standing between connected machines become a crucial technological
foundation. In order to communicate, manufacturing devices must be
able to:

• Send and receive messages – at this physical level, manufacturing
devices must communicate over agreed physical and network layers
to be able to send and receive objects that represent messages;

• Parse the messages – at the syntactic level, manufacturing devices
must be able to parse messages to correctly decode the message to
its parts, such as message content, language, sender, and must be
able to parse the content of the message;

• Understand the messages – at the semantic level, manufacturing
devices must interpret and reason about the parsed metadata in the
same context in the same way, in which context-aware actions can
be taken.

Intelligent communications and autonomous decision-making be-
tween collaborative manufacturing devices require communications to
be established at the semantic level [11]. This section reviews the prior
research efforts on M2M communications in the manufacturing domain
and identifies the research gaps for achieving semantic communications
between machines to satisfy collaborative automation in smart manu-
facturing.

2.1. M2M communication channels – physical level technologies

M2M communication refers to direct communication between de-
vices using a communication channel, which can be wired or wireless
[6]. The foundation of M2M communications is the reliable exchange of
information. To facilitate information exchange, a multitude of

industrial communication networks evolved over the years, starting
from the 1980s. According to [6], industrial communications started
with dedicated fieldbus networks, such as PROFIBUS and Modbus to
enable M2M communications. However, many fieldbus protocols were
designed to operate on different physical media and have wide com-
patibility issues with the OSI model [12]. Driven by the advancement of
Internet technologies, Ethernet-based networks became popular for
facilitating inter-communication at a higher level. Since 2000, the
concept of Internet of Things (IoT) and Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSN) have been impacting the industrial network field. Some modern
approaches are adopting existing standards such as IEEE 802.11, IEEE
802.15.1, and IEEE 802.15.4. Detailed discussion on these transport-
oriented network communication channels and their newer develop-
ment is presented in [6].

2.2. M2M communication information models – syntactic level technologies

The above transport-oriented communication technologies like
fieldbuses, industrial Ethernet and industrial wireless approaches en-
able industrial data exchange with guaranteed reliability, availability
and real-time behavior. However, these communication technologies
are not enough for achieving meaningful data exchange in a specific
domain. A meta-model that explicitly defines the data content to be
exchanged is necessary [13].

Focusing on industrial automation data communication, OPC
Foundation developed OPC Unified Architecture (OPC UA) to provide a
cross-platform M2M communication mechanism for exchanging and
integrating data between industrial devices and systems [14]. Fur-
thermore, OPC UA supports an integral object-oriented information
modeling approach to allow the development of vendor-specific com-
panion models, which has attracted much research efforts in developing
domain-specific information models. For example, Miyazawa et al.
translated IEC 61131-3 software model to an OPC UA compatible in-
formation model, recognizing that OPC UA provides a suitable data
exchange mechanism [15]. Trnka et al. developed an OPC UA in-
formation model for large-scale process control applications [16]. Maka
et al. presented an OPC UA information model for real-time manage-
ment of a large amount of data coming from public transportation
system [17]. In the manufacturing domain, MTConnect consortium
developed a semantic vocabulary for manufacturing equipment to
provide structured, contextualized data without any proprietary format
[18]. This standard has been widely used for digitizing manufacturing
activities, such as for monitoring machining processes [19] and ma-
chining simulation [20]. In particular, Liu et al. developed an inter-
operable cyber-physical machine tool platform based on OPC UA and
MTConnect [21].

However, the multitude of information modeling methods and de-
veloped specifications create data silos that hinder wide scope data
exchange. One solution to solve this problem is to develop data con-
version tools, such as conversion between OPC UA and UML Model[22],
OPC UA and MTConnect [23], and OPC UA and AutomationML [24].
These methods though to some extent solved the issue of cross-appli-
cation communication; they still lack the required semantic under-
standings for intelligent decisions between manufacturing devices and
systems.

2.3. M2M communication semantic interoperability – semantic level
technologies

Semantic level technologies are responsible for interpreting message
content and building contextual understandings in a domain. Targeting
at building semantic understandings between two communication
bodies and the wider domain, researchers have tried methods to add
semantics to data communication. For example, Hrvoje et al. in-
troduced extensions of the Rich Presence Information Data (RPID) as a
tool to address context information in M2M communications [25]. To
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enable collaboration between machines, Meng et al. [5] proposed a
collaboration-oriented M2M messaging mechanism. These research
works extended the use of data communications between machines by
further analyzing data involving a context. However, existing research
lacks the autonomy of reasoning at the semantic level, which restricts
the flexibility of distributed intelligence between machines in a de-
centralized collaboration environment.

Aiming at developing semantic communications between manu-
facturing systems and even in an IIoT environment, Grangel-González
et al. added semantic interoperability to Industry 4.0 components using
semantic technologies [26]. This work extended the Asset Adminis-
trative Shell concept by representing the digital profile based on se-
mantic knowledge representation formalisms, such as RDF, RDF
Schema and OWL. With the same intention, a follow-up piece of work
demonstrated the feasibility and benefits of using RDF to model In-
dustry 4.0 components, as well as demonstrated the possibility of in-
tegrating with other related standards in the manufacturing domain
[27]. Willner et al. validated the concept of semantic communications
between distributed systems based on semantic-aware oneM2M speci-
fication [7]. This research utilized Semantic Web technologies to map
oneM2M constructs to ontologies and increased interoperability be-
tween two remote virtual machines. Similarly, Kirkizh et al. presented a
conceptual mechanism of enabling interoperable communications be-
tween hardware and software applications belonging to different do-
mains using Semantic Web technologies [28].

2.4. Open issues

Future collaborative manufacturing automation demands flexible,
reconfigurable, scalable, and interoperable network-enabled colla-
boration between decentralized and distributed CPSs to satisfy the need
for rapid production of personalized products with maximized business
agility. Manufacturing systems will become intelligent that rely on real-
time P2P communication and reasoning to make informed decisions to
respond to dynamic changes inside and outside the systems. In parti-
cular, achieving semantic communication and understanding between
distributed CPSs in a network is of paramount importance for making
collaborative manufacturing automation a reality [29].

Though existing standards, e.g., MTConnect, OPC-UA, and
AutomationML, allow for specifications of industrial objects and in-
formation-rich M2M communications, the information models gener-
ated from these standards are not semantically defined, making the
semantic understanding and intelligent decision-making a challenge
[30]. The relevant studies do not achieve integral interoperability at the
connectivity, communication, and semantic understanding as a whole
to accommodate the specificities of industrial scenarios and make it
well suited for smart manufacturing applications. In summary, a tech-
nical gap restricts the data and information level technologies from
truly integrating with machine interactions and industrial operations to
leverage machine interoperability and high-level adaptability. Research

needs to focus on developing robust semantic M2M communications for
achieving collaborative automation between complex machines and
manufacturing systems via integrating the existing physical commu-
nication protocols, information modeling and semantic enrichment
technologies. A generic system architecture of semantic-aware manu-
facturing systems is urgently required for building the foundation of
scalable M2M communications between manufacturing systems, re-
gardless of the heterogeneous physical models and operation models of
manufacturing systems in reality. Aiming at advancing semantic M2M
communications, we report a generic architecture of semantic-aware
manufacturing systems and the enabling technologies, with a focus on
integrating with existing CPS architectures, such as 5C architecture
[31] and AAS [32], and standard information model for manufacturing
things, such as MTConnect vocabulary [33].

3. Semantic-aware cyber-physical systems

This section presents a high-level system architecture for SCPS to
enable secure semantic M2M communications in the context of auton-
omous collaborations between connected CPSs. This generic system
architecture allows manufacturers to develop flexible P2P M2M com-
munications and use this flexible semantic communication mechanism
to build collaborative manufacturing automation systems. Several
specific aspects of the SCPS system architecture, including its decoupled
layered architecture and implementation principles, are presented in
the following subsections.

3.1. System architecture

Conventional CPSs were developed for managing systems between
its physical assets and computational capabilities [31], with little at-
tention to the communication and interactions between CPSs in a net-
worked environment. However, distributed collaborative systems are
the future norms of Industry 4.0 [3]. The proposed architecture was
designed to be generic, flexible and extendable, and can be easily in-
tegrated with existing CPSs. Acknowledging the heterogeneity in CPS
architecture, we propose additional layers on a CPS to ensure a CPS,
regardless of its internal architecture, can be easily upgraded to an
SCPS.

Fig. 1 depicts a conceptual model that standardizes the commu-
nication mechanisms between two Semantic-aware CPSs. Its goal is to
establish interoperable semantic communications between CPSs with
standard communication protocols. The model partitions an SCPS into
four abstraction layers, i.e., a Physical Layer, a Cyber Layer, a Semantic
Layer, and a Communication Layer. Each one of them is explained as
follows.

3.1.1. Physical layer
The Physical Layer represents a physical thing in the physical world,

which can be an actuator, a device, a system, or even a person. The

Fig. 1. An abstract system architecture of communication between two Semantic-aware CPSs.
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actual thing in the Physical Layer depends on the scope of the CPS. The
Physical Layer is responsible for executing physical activities in the real
world, such as CNC machining and material handling. Manufacturing
things can reside at different sites or organizations. Physical interac-
tions between manufacturing things are not always possible in the fu-
ture-oriented smart manufacturing network, where things are not likely
in a symbiotic relationship. The network communications between
manufacturing things via the Internet can establish ‘logical’ commu-
nications between them as if they interact with each other physically.
This logic communication is required to be reliable, error-free, and
time-deterministic to ensure products are produced with high precision
and accuracy via deterministic manufacturing processes.

3.1.2. Cyber layer
The Cyber Layer of a manufacturing thing is tasked with sensing the

behavior of the physical process, configuring its future behavior, and
controlling the physical counterpart via intensive communication and
feedback loops [34]. The physical model, behavior model, emotion
model and trust model of a physical thing all need to be considered
when an SCPS coordinates and collaborates with other objects. The
Physical Layer and Cyber Layer are deeply intertwined via real-time or
near real-time data synchronization through reliable wired/wireless
network communication protocols. The Physical Layer and Cyber Layer
form a conventional CPS.

The logical communication from one thing to another can also in-
fluence each other’s behavior. A CPS can interact with other CPSs in a
cooperative manner. CPSs can augment with semantics rather than
merely passing data. In this way, a thing can understand the status,
cognitive activities and potential actions of another manufacturing
thing and collaboratively influence or control each other based on
agreed goals.

3.1.3. Semantic layer
The Semantic Layer is responsible for transferring semantic mes-

sages between CPSs. It converts raw data that represents activities
performed by the underlying physical thing into semantically mean-
ingful representations and communicates with other interacting things
in semantic-rich language protocols. Domain knowledge will be used to
add meaning to the gathered data from the underlying CPS. Additional
logical rules, such as CPS configurations policies and collaboration
patterns, can also be integrated into the Semantic Layer. An inference
engine can apply these rules to the knowledge base to deduce new in-
formation.

A critical component of the semantic M2M communication foun-
dation is to establish a commonly agreed view of the domain, under
which the common concepts between distributed CPSs are recognized
by all the CPSs in the network. Existing domain standards and ‘know-
how’ need to be integrated into the developed domain knowledge [35].
In this way, CPSs can communicate based on common understandings
of the external working environment.

The ontological approach, which is part of the Semantic Web in-
itiative [36], can be a useful tool for developing the Semantic Layer.
Domain ontologies, semantic rules, and inference engines can work
together to enable knowledge-based decision making [35,37]. The
logic-based approach can also be integrated with stochastic modeling,
such as machine learning algorithms, to improve the flexibility and
efficiency of knowledge collection.

A Semantic Layer provides logical communication between CPSs
belonging to different organizations, as shown in Fig. 2. By ‘logical’
communication, we mean that although communicating CPSs are not
necessarily attached, from the communication viewpoint, it is as if they
were connected. CPSs use the logical communication provided by the
Semantic Layer to communicate, free for the worry of the details of the
implementation details at the Cyber Layer.

At the sending side, the Semantic Layer converts the messages it
receives from a sending CPS into semantic expressions. These semantic

expressions will be further transmitted to the Communication Layer as
web requests using typical network protocols, such as HTTP. At the
receiving side, the Semantic Layer receives the communication requests
from its Communication Layer, converts to semantic expressions and
passes to the Cyber Layer to execute.

3.1.4. Communication layer
The Communication Layer serves as a direct interface between

SCPSs. Semantic M2M communication is established at the
Communication Layer of the interacting CPSs. Focusing on an IoT en-
vironment, complex applications, such as self-organizing networks, can
be developed by employing a network of SCPSs following the practice
of auto P2P communications and distributed intelligent decision-
making between the networking SCPSs. The Communication Layer of
an SCPS should be scalable and flexible for establishing P2P commu-
nications in an IoT environment. To this end, RESTful APIs can be one
of the effective ways to structure the different types of communication
patterns between interacting things over the Internet. Practically, GET
requests can be used to retrieve the status of a CPS; whereas, PUT re-
quests can be used to update the status of a CPS. In other words, a CPS
can use PUT requests to control another CPS.

While communications can be successfully established between two
interacting SCPSs, engineering applications that require complex com-
munication logics at high-frequency data flow using direct P2P com-
munications may cause communication chaos and traffic congestion
because of uncoordinated arbitrary communications, unbalanced
communication and data processing loads. Shared message queues
could be used to facilitate asynchronous communication, group mes-
sage broadcasting and traffic load control. When P2P communication
becomes complex, communication congestion control and scheduling
algorithms, such as [38–40] can be used to model and optimize the P2P
communication network for stability, utility maximization, delay and/
or throughput.

3.2. Implementation principles

Potential engineering applications of semantic-aware M2M com-
munications pose stringent requirements on the performance of the
communication technology, such as reliability, time determinism, se-
curity and privacy. The following subsections discuss these critical
matters in detail.

3.2.1. Reliability
Accurate collaborative decision-making relies on reliable data

transmission and network communication over the Internet. The com-
munication reliability must increase from the Communication Layer
down to the Physical Layer as the execution of collaborative automation
relies on the up-to-date status of interacting SCPSs. Network commu-
nication issues such as data loss and repetition can lead to irrational
manufacturing decisions. The key research issue is to design network
issue detection and compensation mechanisms to ensure communica-
tion at the Cyber Layer is reliable so that zero error is guaranteed for
system automation and manufacturing execution. The established
methods and algorithms in the computer networks domain, such as
acknowledgments, timers, retransmissions, and sequence numbers can
be used to ensure communication reliability over the Internet.

3.2.2. Time determinism
Time-deterministic communication needs to be guaranteed between

interacting SCPSs. The necessary implementation structure needs to
guarantee that an event occurs in a specified, predictable time period.
Time-deterministic or real-time communications are required for
timing-critical applications, such as closed-loop motion control. Non-
real-time or soft-real-time applications can be supported in some cases.

The essential requirement for guaranteeing time-deterministic
communication is time-deterministic data transmission over the
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Internet. Existing network communication protocols, such as TCP and
UDP, alone cannot guarantee time-deterministic data transmission be-
cause of random communication errors happening on a communication
route [41]. Compensation mechanisms, such as dynamic data sizing
[42] and buffering [43], are proposed to mitigate these errors.

Time-deterministic M2M communication is not just time-sensitive
data transmission over wide area networks (WANs). Equally important,
computational tasks, such as deriving adaptive control strategies be-
tween data transmission events, should also be completed with time-
determinism. However, existing data processing engines might not be
able to achieve deterministic latency under changing computing tasks,
and data emit rate [44]. M2M communications and control over WANs
will use a combination of hard, soft and non-critical tasks. Such systems
will require breakthroughs on time-predictable algorithms and archi-
tecture on embedded systems, as well as time-sensitive scheduling of
mixed-criticality tasks.

3.2.3. Security and privacy
In a manufacturing network, CPSs communicate and exchange data

with each other as well as with their environment. However, before any
communication takes place, interacting CPSs must be able to perform
mutual authentication so that they can identify each other. For this
purpose, a CPS is expected to get a Unique Identifier (UID) possibly
certified by a trusted entity. As standardized by the OPC Foundation
[14], X.509 certificates, which are certificated by a Certification Au-
thority (CA), can be used for establishing trust in smart manufacturing
environments. The CPSs can mutually authenticate each other by va-
lidating their X.509 certificates.

Authorization is also integral to secure M2M communications. With
the increased concerns on cybersecurity in a networked manufacturing
environment, flexible access control models are needed to regulate
access to CPS status and resources. An SCPS can manage its access
control policies in a networked manufacturing collaboration environ-
ment using existing mechanisms ranging from classical access control
techniques [45], such as Mandatory Access Control (MAC), Discre-
tionary Access Control (DAC), or Role-Based Access Control (RBAC), to
recent authorization technologies, such as OAuth2 [46] and OpenID
Connect [47]. XACML [48] or policy-based frameworks can also be
used to support more dynamic access control policies.

Access control implementation is expected to be distributed in a
collaborative P2P communication network so that each SCPS can spe-
cify its accessible data by a client. A rule engine can be used to model
complex data access rules. Besides, when communication mechanisms
between networking manufacturing devices become truly distributed,

opportunistic networks, such as Haggle [49], can be leveraged for
flexible communication between SCPSs. However, this might raise
privacy and security concerns for which we need to borrow ideas from
existing research works, such as [50], for providing privacy and se-
curity.

4. Pilot implementation

This section reports a pilot implementation of the proposed SCPSs
utilizing state-of-the-art semantic communication technologies. As dis-
cussed in Section 3, the technological focus of our proposed SCPSs ar-
chitecture is upgrading a conventional CPS to an SCPS by adding a
Semantic Layer and Communication Layer, with maximum compat-
ibility with the diverse implementation architecture of a CPS. Fig. 3
depicts an implementation architecture of an SCPS using Semantic Web
technologies as the key technology stack to implement the Semantic
Layer and RESTful HTTP requests as the primary mechanism to enable
Internet-based communication.

4.1. Semantic layer implementation

Semantic Web technologies [36], as the state-of-the-art semantic
enrichment approach, have been recognized as a default method for
enhancing cross-domain data semantics. Semantic Web refers to the
vision of the Web of linked data. Semantic Web technologies (in Fig. 4)
enable people and systems to create semantic data on the Web, build
vocabulary, and write rules for handling data. As a result, machine
agents can effectively search for information, inference knowledge, and
make decisions on behalf of humans. Semantic Web, therefore, has been
demonstrated as a powerful means of developing cognitive systems for
product design [51,52], manufacturing process optimization [53–55],
and cross-company manufacturing collaborations [37,56].

The Semantic Layer utilizes Semantic Web technologies to create
the semantic communication interface on top of the conventional CPS.
The Semantic Web-based implementation mainly contains a knowledge
base-based decision-making module that can communicate in semantic
languages with the support of engineering knowledge to make in-
telligent decisions. A Knowledge Graph is constructed by incorporating
a domain ontology, engineering knowledge, and the semantic instance
of the underlying CPS.

There exist several ontology development methods, one of which is
the iterative ontology development approach focusing on reusing ex-
isting domain standards and ontologies [35]. In the manufacturing
domain, existing manufacturing equipment modeling standards, such as

Fig. 2. Semantic Layer provides logical communication between Cyber-Physical Systems.
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MTConnect [33] and ISO 19649 [57], need to be integrated into the
developed ontology. The developed domain ontology will become a
shared understanding – TBox (i.e., domain terminologies), between
distributed CPSs. In this way, smart manufacturing systems can com-
municate with each other using a common vocabulary. The inherited
interoperability of a standard-driven ontology will facilitate effortless
data exchange between distributed manufacturing systems in a smart
factory or manufacturing network environment [12].

The semantic instance of a CPS – ABox (i.e., Assertions) serves the

purpose of updating a CPS’ snapshot in the Knowledge Graph and this
information will become the source of queryable CPS state, which could
be exposed to the public. A Semantic Agent can be developed to syn-
chronize a CPS’ system snapshot to its ABox representation. The syn-
chronization interval can be configured based on the possible applica-
tion scenarios [58] since different applications impose different data
latency requirements.

Engineering knowledge – RBox (i.e., Role axioms), can be added to
the Knowledge Graph to enhance the intelligence of the Knowledge
Graph so that additional knowledge about the status of the underlying
CPS can be represented in a more interoperable manner to the re-
questers. These rules can include engineering knowledge, CPS config-
urations policies, collaboration patterns, and many others. A semantic
inference engine can integrate these rules into the Knowledge Graph
and derive new knowledge from the existing facts. The ability to infer
explicit knowledge from gathered CPS data can enable cognitive com-
munications between multiple semantic-aware CPSs.

4.2. Communication layer implementation

The implementation of the Communication Layer mainly deals with
exposing the queryable status of an SCPS via HTTP requests and
managing incoming communications. We adopted a RESTful archi-
tecture to encapsulate an SCPS’s queryable status as consumable APIs
over the Internet. The public API management module can translate an
HTTP request to its equivalent representation in semantic query lan-
guages, e.g., SPARQL. To support authentication and establish a secure
channel, Secure Socket Layer (SSL)/Transport Layer Security (TLS) can
be used. SSL/TLS offers mutual authentication and establishes a secure
channel for providing end-to-end encrypted communications over the
Internet. HTTPS refers to an application-specific implementation that
runs HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) on top of SSL/TLS. HTTPS
can be used to provide encrypted communications and secure identi-
fication of an SCPS. By default, all the elements of a Knowledge Graph

Fig. 3. Semantic Web-based implementation of SCPS.

Fig. 4. The Semantic Web Stack [36].
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are queryable, including entities, individuals, object properties and data
properties. As summarized in [45], existing access control models work
well with SPARQL for regulating access over what can be queried. In
particular, DAC [59], MAC [60], RBAC [61] and XACML [62] are access
mechanisms that can be used. More specifically, the authorization rules
by these access control mechanisms can define what can be requested
and retrieved by an SCPS.

Then the Public API Management Module needs to create a com-
plete list of mappings between valid HTTP requests and their equivalent
semantic queries in SPARQL expressions. A sample conversion from an
HTTP GET request to its SPARQL expression is shown in Fig. 5. The
HTTP GET request specifies the CPS ID and the target information to
fetch. The ID of a CPS adopts the Domain Name System (DNS) to ensure
unique CPSs are listed over the Internet. For example, in this example,
‘okuma1’ is a subdomain that is assigned to a unique CPS under the
subdomain of ‘iai.auckland.ac.nz’. Compliance with DNS can ensure a
CPS is uniquely registered over the Internet across organizations. In the
case of Fig. 5, the HTTP GET request will be converted to a SPARQL
query that fetches the availability information of ‘oku-
ma1.iai.auckland.ac.nz’.

4.3. Case studies

To validate the proposed SCPSs, we created a test application to
examine semantic M2M communications between multiple machine
tools at the Smart Manufacturing System Testbed [63] developed by the
US National Institutes of Standards and Technology (NIST). This testbed
offers MTConnect-based machine tool monitoring services, upon which
we implemented the Semantic Layer and Communication Layer for
Semantic Web-based communication.

The NIST Testbed adopts MTConnect standard as the information
model for representing connected machine tools. As discussed in
Section 4.1, we first converted the MTConnect standard to an ontology,
based on the work in [64], whose main concepts were represented in
Fig. 6. A Semantic Agent was developed to synchronize machine tool
snapshots between the underlying MTConnect-compatible machine tool

and the Semantic Layer. The Semantic Agent monitors the status of the
underlying machine tool and updates its ABox in the Knowledge Graph.
The implementation of the Semantic Agent is a client application in the
MTConnect reference architecture. The pseudocode of the semantic
representation synchronization algorithm for MTConnect-compatible
machine tools is illustrated in Algorithm 1. The algorithm starts with
the initiation of a complete machine tool snapshot in the Knowledge
Graph. The Semantic Agent then subscribes to machine tool data
change and specifies the data update interval and heartbeat rate (both
are standard terms in MTConnect specifications). Subsequent machine
tool data item changes will trigger an update to the machine tool’s
semantic representation in the Knowledge Graph.

In this case study, we upgraded all the available machine tools at
NIST Testbed to SCPSs to test the proposed semantic communication
mechanism. Fig. 7 represents a snippet of the ABox representation of
the Mazak machine in the turtle format.

Fig. 8 illustrates the communication processes between an
MTConnect-compatible semantic-aware machine tool and its clients.
First, a client establishes a secure communication channel with the
SCPS. This client can be any external entity, such as another SCPS. The
client interacts with the Communication Layer of the SCPS. The process
starts with a handshake in which the client sends a CLIENT HELLO
message. The SCPS responds with a SERVER HELLO message. This
completes the negotiation of the protocol version, session ID, cipher
suites, and compression methods. Next, they perform mutual

Fig. 5. Conversion from HTTP requests to semantic queries.
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authentication and exchange certificate based on the key exchange
method supported by both. To this end, one possibility is to perform
mutual authentication using X.509 certificates. Then, a session key is
established. Using this session key, both parties can securely exchange
messages, which can be encrypted and tamper-resistant, thus ensuring
confidentiality and integrity, respectively.

The client can then send queries to the Communication Layer,
which performs authorization checks to decide whether the client can
make those queries to get the requested data. Once authorized, the
Communication Layer will translate the RESTful query into a SPARQL
query against the Knowledge Graph in the Semantic Layer. The

Semantic Layer will also check whether the machine tool snapshot in
the Semantic Layer has expired or not. If the snapshot has expired, the
Semantic Layer will fetch a new snapshot from the underlying Cyber
Layer using MTConnect GET requests. The new snapshot will be added
to the Knowledge Graph and returned to the client. If the stored ma-
chine tool snapshot has not expired, the Semantic Layer will return the
stored snapshot to the client. In the meantime, the Semantic Agent
continuously monitors changes from the physical machine tool and
updates the machine semantic snapshot whenever a machine tool status
change is detected. M2M communications were tested on the following
two scenarios.

Fig. 6. Graphical representation of the MTConnect main concepts [64].

Fig. 7. A snippet of the ABox representation of the Mazak machine in the NIST Testbed in the turtle format.
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Context: Multiple machines are working collaboratively on a man-
ufacturing job with each machine working on part of the job. A machine
needs to monitor the working state of other machines and the manu-
facturing job.

Objective: The Hurco machine fetches the availability information
of all the machines and their current working-in-progress manu-
facturing jobs.

Based on the above scenario, Hurco can send a SPARQL query to all
the connected machines to get their availability. The query result re-
turns a list of connected machines owned by ‘iai.auckland.ac.nz’ and
their availability information. With some further data manipulation,
the Web API returns the data in JSON format, as shown in Fig. 9.

The second case demonstrates the capability of knowledge-based
semantic communication, where additional knowledge can be in-
corporated to return better context-aware information.

Context: A smart factory has a centralized library of cutters that are
shared between multiple CNC machines in the factory. A CNC machine
needs to predictively schedule its required cutters for fulfilling its up-
coming manufacturing tasks to minimize production downtime. As

such, a CNC machine is required to be capable of obtaining the status of
each cutter in the cutter library.

Objective: A machine obtains the real-time availability information
of a cutter from the CNC machines in a factory.

The above objective can be achieved by tracking all the in-use
cutters on all the machine tools in the factory. This data can be used to
predict the availability of each cutter based on the production progress
of its associated production job. To return more context-aware in-
formation, the following Jena rule, as specified in Fig. 10 were added to
the Knowledge Graph to assist with deriving context-aware informa-
tion. This rule states that a cutter is not available if it is being used by an
unavailable machine tool.

Based on the above engineering rule, an HTTP request that fetches
the availability of all the cutters can return all the cutters with their
availability information, as shown in Fig. 11.

We further enriched the above implementation in the Laboratory of
Industry 4.0 Smart Manufacturing Systems at the University of
Auckland to demonstrate the benefits and working mechanisms of se-
mantic-aware M2M communications for collaborative smart

Fig. 8. Process flow of communication with MTConnect-compatible semantic-aware machine tools.

Fig. 9. An example of fetching the availability information of machine tools.
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manufacturing automation. Fig. 12 shows a workshop that is equipped
with semantic-aware M2M technologies. The workshop includes a
variety of manufacturing devices, such as a milling machine, a lathe, a
KUKA drilling robot, a conveyor and a KUKA material transfer unit. We
implemented decentralized data-driven decision-making between the
manufacturing devices – each manufacturing device makes its own
decision on its upcoming action based on its own control strategy and
other manufacturing devices’ status. P2P semantic communication is
available as all the manufacturing devices are retrofitted as semantic-
aware CPSs, following the pilot implementation introduced in this re-
search. The workshop can produce specialized mechanical seal shaft
sleeves. The manufacturing processes are mainly turning and milling
operations and the KUKA Drilling Robot is used on-demand to drill the
locating hole on the shaft sleeve to avoid tool changes on the CNC
machines for drilling operations. In this case study, the KUKA Drilling
Robot periodically requests the job status of the current job on the lathe
via an HTTP endpoint, similar to that in Figs. 9 and 11. Based on the
machining progress of the current job and predicted remaining ma-
chining time, the KUKA Drilling Robot can decide the timing that the
KUKA Material Transfer Unit starts transporting the semi-finished
workpiece to the conveyor and the timing that the drilling robot needs
to execute its drilling operations for machining the locating hole. In

addition, the KUKA Material Transfer Unit between the KUKA Drilling
Robot and the Lathe can also detect the job arrival rate from the Lathe
and then automatically suggests the drilling operation speed of the
KUKA Drilling Robot to ensure stable operation outputs from the KUKA
Drilling Robot. This distributed production scheduling and control
based on semantic-aware M2M communications increases production
process flexibility and productivity compared to traditional centralized
supervision control.

5. Discussions and research directions

The research outcome demonstrated the feasibility of integrating
CPSs with Semantic Web technologies to enable semantic interactions
between manufacturing systems. Case studies showed the preliminary
implementation of the technologies on two networked machine tools,
which enabled two machine tools at different locations to query each
other’s status via a semantic web query language. The research work
will enable distributed manufacturing systems to establish P2P com-
munications and develop intelligent smart manufacturing applications,
such as knowledge-based self-configuration and collaborative manu-
facturing automation. Nevertheless, industry practitioners that are
willing to deploy the solution to industry applications would need to
integrate functionalities common to industrial systems, such as au-
thentication and authorization, to mitigate security risks.

Offering authentication using digital certificates in HTTPS can be
challenging for a resource-constrained SCPS because validating the
revocation status of those certificates incurs a high overhead. To ad-
dress this concern, investigating light-weight solutions to validate di-
gital certifications could be a possibility [65]. One might argue that
connection-oriented protocols, such as TCP, might be cumbersome for
an SCPS. For this purpose, we might consider QUIC [66], which is faster
as it is based on UDP as well as it achieves some TCP properties, such
reliability. In other words, QUIC can offer security and efficiency at the
same time for SCPS.

More flexible approaches need to be used to achieve dynamic au-
thorization policies. For instance, a CPS container can define what can
be accessed (i.e., a whitelist approach), what cannot be accessed (i.e., a
blacklist approach), or a combination of both (i.e., a hybrid approach).
In the case of hybrid authorization policies, conflict resolution strate-
gies might be required, which may take into account domain-specific
knowledge. A CPS can get faulty or start behaving maliciously. To this
end, the critical challenge is to develop novel approaches that can

Fig. 10. Cutter availability rules in Jena syntax.

Fig. 11. An example of fetching the availability information of cutters with the assistance of engineering rules.
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identify faulty and misbehaving CPSs in their early stages, possibly by
involving benign CPSs in decision-making processes.

The wide-scale adoption of semantic interactions between manu-
facturing systems needs widely-accepted standards in place, such as
MTConnect used in this research. We believe the strong research ac-
tivities on Industry 4.0 standardization will lay the foundation for
ubiquitous communications between systems. Two possible P2P com-
munication scenarios can co-exist in the future as a result of the de-
velopment of Industry 4.0 standards. One scenario is that all interacting
CPSs can communicate via one single neutral domain ontology that
encompasses all the possible concepts and relations within the industry
domain, with which all the possible manufacturing things can be
modeled with standard interfaces. The dream of a one-fits-all ontology
can significantly reduce the cost of M2M communication and colla-
boration. However, a bottom-up approach can speed up the pace of
standardization. This represents another more complicated scenario
where partial ‘bridging ontologies’ exist between a group of CPSs for
facilitating information exchange. MTConnect standard is such an ex-
ample.

Another enabler of semantic-aware CPS is control between CPSs
over the Internet. The unreliable network communications over the
Internet conflicts with the reliability, accuracy and time determinism
that are required by industrial control. Research needs to focus on the
separation and integration of unreliable networks with reliable in-
dustrial control in one system with the assistance of technologies that
intelligently schedule, coordinate and monitor mixed-criticality tasks.

6. Conclusions and future work

Aiming at developing the technological foundation for collaborative
smart manufacturing automation, we proposed the concept of
Semantic-aware CPS and developed the enabling technologies for es-
tablishing semantic communications between SCPSs. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first piece of work that considers semantic-aware
M2M communications from the CPS development point of view to
create the foundation for ubiquitous communication and collaboration
between distributed manufacturing things. Based on this work, future
manufacturing systems can evolve into a smart manufacturing network
that can self-organize and self-optimize its configurations to adapt to
dynamic operating conditions.

Our primary research contribution lies in the proposal of a generic
architecture of Semantic-aware CPSs based on Semantic Web technol-
ogies, using which CPSs can establish semantic communications as
needed. The proposed SCPS adopts a layered architecture that separates
the implementation of conventional CPS and semantic communications,
which makes it compatible with diverse CPS implementation archi-
tectures. This significantly enables the smooth upgrade of a CPS to an

SCPS. Our communication study between multiple machine tools over
the Internet demonstrated the capability of the proposed SCPSs for
empowering P2P M2M communications.

We believe the concept of SCPS can inspire in-depth research on the
infrastructure of the future smart manufacturing. Future research work
will be on enhancing the implementation of the proposed system and
developing more plug-and-play semantic agents for different types of
CPSs. Besides, validating the concept of SCPS in more complex appli-
cation settings could be another focus.
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